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Although you may not get this message
from many quarters, it is your Destiny to
become Great in some aspects of your life,
if not to become Great as a person who has
completed their human journey along The
Way towards their Divine Maker. By
becoming Great, we change the universe in
two ways, one involving fields of energy
and another in the form of fields of pure
information (something that does not
involve energy directly). The energy fields
are temporary and drop of rapidly with
distance, but the fields of pure information
are eternal, everywhere in the universe and
available to everyone, maybe even to
everything as well. It is this information
field that makes you so important to the
universe. If you do not become as Great as
you could be, the universe will not be as
great as it could be. Since there is only ever
going to be one you (although you will
have many bodies over time), it is
important that you do choose to become
Great as soon as you understand this
reality, within this marvelous universe of
ours. Others may tell you that trying to
become Great is a selfish thing to do; the
Truth is that it is really the opposite your
becoming truly Great is a very self-less
choice. Not everything that those who are
too fearful, or lazy, to go for greatness, will
be true. In fact it will almost never be even
close to True in a greater sense. You will
also have to come to grips with the reality
that not many of those around you, or who
try to command influence over you, will be
supportive of you becoming Great in
whatever you choose to do. This is not
really about you at all, but about their own
states of Fear and self-loathing, the latter
existing because they have not chosen to
become Great themselves. We are spiritual
beings, made in the image of God, who is
essentially spirit, but infinite in every way.
All that exists is because God made, and is
making, it so. Since you were made in the
image of God, you have very few
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limitations, but again few have, or will
ever, tell you that important bit of
information. In this short book you will be
brought into contact with many bits of
information that have developed over the
ages, some that have been resurrected,
although others are very new indeed. We
are not really much about the mass part of
energy, and the part of us that is more
information-based is only starting to be
understood in most of the world. Almost
everything that you have been taught about
limits is false, usually in a major way, and
what you have been taught may be the very
opposite of what is true. Once you make
the Intention to become Great, however,
your whole apparent universe is going to
start to change. Even when your choice is
to be Great in a very specific part of your
life, you will likely start to become a Great
spiritual being as well. Since humans are
starting to evolve from a thinking but
fearful Homo sapiens, into a loving Homo
spiritus, and because so many have already
moved on to become Great in loving ways,
you live in very interesting times indeed.
What is possible for you, in a few years of
Intended and intensive growth, was
possible to others only in many decades of
much more intense work. Choose to
become Great at whatever wells up from
within you and you, other humans, and the
universe as a whole, will be the better for
it. This wee book is intended to start you
on your way!
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